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ABSTRACT 

 
 
Even 30 years ago pilot testing would still have most often played the leading role in comminution 
circuit design, even though mathematical models that describe comminution machine behaviour date 
back to the 1800’s. Nowadays piloting is quite rare, instead modelling in its various forms is relied on 
in the choice and sizing of most new comminution circuits.  This paper traces the history of 
comminution circuit modelling and describes a number of modelling approaches that are currently 
available to the comminution circuit designer such as so-called power-based and simulation 
modelling.  The pros and cons of each are discussed as well as the accuracy that can be expected from 
their use in sizing comminution equipment using data that compare their predictions with values that 
have been measured from full scale operating plants. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Neumaier (2004) describes mathematical modelling as “The art of translating problems from an 
application area into tractable mathematical formulations whose theoretical and numerical analysis 
provides insight, answers, and guidance useful for the originating application” whilst Verschaffel et al 
(2002) describe it as a “Cyclic process in which real-life problems are translated into mathematical 
language, solved within a symbolic system, and the solutions tested back within the real-life system”. 
There are at least four aspects from these definitions that are of particular relevance to this paper.  
The first is that any mathematical formulation can be considered a model (complex or simple), its only 
prerequisite being (the second aspect) that it provides useful (accurate) answers and that, thirdly, its 
accuracy is gauged by comparing its predictions with measured data from the system that it was 
designed to mimic and fourthly the model is modified where necessary until its accuracy is optimised.  
In the following sections a number of comminution models are described that have varying degrees 
of mathematical complexity.  The extent to which they accurately predict full-scale plant data is 
reviewed. 
 

POWER-BASED MODELLING 
 

Model Equations 
 
So-called power-based models are used to predict the specific energy of a comminution machine 
and/or comminution circuit.  Given that are required to predict a single parameter, they tend to be 
the simplest of mathematical models and by far the most popular.  Inherent to all of them is the 
representation of size distributions as single points eg 80th percent passing size.  Underlying the 
adoption of this approach is the assumption that all size distributions have the same shape ie that they 
are linear and parallel in log-log space and that they all have approximately the same gradient. 
 
One of the most popular and enduring power-based models was formulated by Bond (1952) and was 
based on what he called his “Third Theory”.  Bond went on to describe how his model could be used 
in practical design applications (Bond, 1961).  His model is of the general form shown in equation 1. 



 
E = C (P80

-0.5 – F80
-0.5)      (1) 

 
Where: 
E = net energy required per unit weight (specific energy) 
P80 = 80th percent passing size of the product 
F80 = 80th percent passing size of the feed 
C = constant related to material properties 
 
Bond developed laboratory ore characterisation tests for crushing, rod milling and ball milling such 
that so-called work indices (Wic for crushing, Wir for rod milling and Wib for ball milling) could be 
determined experimentally and used in equation 1 as follows:  
 
E = 10 Wi (P80

-0.5 – F80
-0.5)      (2) 

 
As pointed out by Hukki (1961) equation 1 is one form of the general differential equation proposed 
by Walker et. al. (1937) which can be written as: 
 

nx

dx
CdE −=  (3) 

 
where: 
x = index describing the size distribution, eg P80, F80 
n = exponent indicating the order of the process 
 
If the exponent (n) in equation 3 is set to 1.5 and then integrated, Bond’s equation results. Whilst if 
n=2 is used the equation proposed by von Rittinger (1867) is obtained (eq 4) and if n=1 is used Kick’s 
(1885) equation is derived (eq 5).   
 
E = C (P80

-1 – F80
-1)       (4) 

 
E = C (ln (F80)– ln (P80))      (5) 
 
In all of these cases the exponent (n) is assumed to be constant for all conditions.  However, both 
Charles (1957) and Holmes (1957) developed equations with a similar form (eq. 6) but with n being a 
variable which depended upon material type and the particular stress conditions that applied.    
 
E = C (P80

r – F80
r)       (6) 

 
Where r varies with material type and stress conditions. 
 
Hukki also concluded that the exponent was not constant but proposed it varied with the fineness of 
the size distribution.  He therefore suggested that a more appropriate form of Walker et al’s general 
differential equation was: 
 

)( xfx
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Despite the conclusions of authors such as Charles, Holmes and Hukki concerning the limitations of a 
fixed-value exponent, Bond’s equation (2) has become one of two (see Morrell’s equation 8 for the 



second one) recognised industry standards for predicting the comminution energy required to reduce 
rock from one size to another (Global Mining Guidelines Group, 2016a). 
 
Given that Bond did not explicitly develop his equation with AG/SAG mills or High Pressure Grinding 
Rolls (HPGR) in mind and further, given the conclusions of authors such as Charles, Holmes and Hukki, 
Morrell (2004) developed equation 8 from a study of a large number of operating circuits in which the 
exponent is a function of particle size. This equation has become one of two recognised industry 
standards for predicting the comminution energy required to reduce rock from one size to another 
(Global Mining Guidelines Group, 2016b). 
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where   
Wi = Specific comminution energy (kWh/tonne) 
x2 = 80% passing size for the product (microns) 
x1 = 80% passing size for the feed (microns) 
f(xj)  =  -(0.295 + xj/1000000); j=1,2 (Morrell, 2009)   (9)  
Mi = Work index related to the breakage property of an ore (kWh/tonne) and the type of 
equipment used eg tumbling mill, crusher or HPGR.  
 
There are four laboratory-determined Mi parameters that equation 8 is used with, depending on 
which of the three following equipment categories is of interest (Morrell 2009, 2010): 
 
• Tumbling mills, eg AG, SAG, rod and ball mills. Size reduction specific energy is predicted using 

2 indices, ie Mia and Mib 
• Conventional reciprocating crushers, eg jaw, gyratory and cone which use one index , ie Mic 
• HPGRs: these use one index, ie Mih 
 
For tumbling mills the two indices relate to “coarse” and “fine” ore particle breakage properties.  
“Coarse” in this case is defined as spanning the size range from a P80 of 750 microns up to the P80 of 
the product of the last stage of crushing or HPGR size reduction prior to grinding. “Fine” covers the 
size range from a P80 of 750 microns down to P80 sizes typically reached by conventional ball milling, 
ie about 45 microns.  
 
The work index covering grinding in tumbling mills of coarse sizes is labelled M ia.  The work index 
covering grinding of fine particles is labelled Mib (Morrell, 2009).  Mia values are provided as a standard 
output from a SMC Test® whilst Mib values can be determined using the raw data generated by a 
conventional Bond ball mill work index test. For a detailed description of Morrell’s models and how to 
use them the reader is referred to the Global Mining Guidelines Group website. 
 
To date there are no general power-based size reduction models in accepted use in the minerals 
processing industry other than those of Morrell and Bond.  However there are a number of power-
based models that have been developed which specifically target AG/SAG mills.  Part of the reason 
why AG/SAG mills should be targeted in this way is due to the fact that Bond did not develop a specific 
model for these mills and partly because AG/SAG mills in the last 20-30 years have come to dominate 
comminution circuit design.  The power-based models that have been specifically developed for these 
mills can be classified in to two broad classes ie those that require a transfer size (T80) as an input and 
those that don’t.  Typical examples of the former are the models developed by Barrat and Allen (1986) 
and Dobby et al (2001).  
 
The Baratt and Allan model (eq 10 and 11) is an attempt at adapting Bond’s equations as follows: 



 
ESAG  =  1.25[(10 Wic (Pc

-0.5-Fc
-0.5))+(10 Wir (Pr

-0.5-Fr
-0.5)KR)+ 

(10 Wib (110-0.5-Fb
-0.5KB)]-(10 Wib (110-0.5-T80

-0.5)KB)  (10) 
 
The equation for the associated ball mill circuit following the AG/SAG circuit is: 
 
EBM  =  10 Wib (Pb

-0.5-T80
-0.5)KB       (11) 

 
Where 
Pc,r,b = Product size (80% passing) associated with crushing, rod and ball milling  
Fc,r,b = Feed size (80% passing) associated with crushing, rod and ball milling 
KR = Composite of the rod mill (EF) factors (Rowland, 1982) 
KB = Composite of the rod mill (EF) factors (Rowland, 1982) 
T80 = Transfer size (80% passing) between the AG/SAG and ball mill circuits 
ESAG  = Specific energy of the SAG mill circuit 
EBM  = Specific energy of the ball mil circuit 
 
All P and F values as well as the TSAG need to be specified for equations 10 and 11 to be applied.  To 
date there are no published approaches to enable these values to be determined in design situations 
nor are there any published data which describe its applicability to AG/SAG circuits.  
 
The Dobby et al model uses the SPI (SAG Performance Index) and in its most basic form is as per 
equation 12. 
 
ESAG   =  K (SPI × T80

–0.5)n fsag      (12) 

   

The fsag function is proprietary. According to Dobby et al. (2001), it is a submodel that incorporates the 
effects of feed size and pebble crusher circulating load (PCCL). However, according to Amelunxen 
(2003) it also incorporates “some or all of the effects of …. differences in ball charges (or fully 
autogenous grinding), extremely fine grinding, low aspect-ratio mills, and open-circuit grinding.”  
The fsag sub model is complex and contains at least 3 equations as follows: 
 
F80  =  CifSPIgCSSh       (13) 
F50  =  CiiSPIjCSSk       (14) 

PCCL  =  a(2+b3/SPIc) d SPIe      (15) 
 

In addition there are a further 5 equations which are used to predict the T80 value as follows: 
  

T80  =  T80(A) 1 + T80(B) (PCCL × 4) + T80(C) (2 – PCCL × 4) + T80(D) 3 (16) 
T80(A) =  a1 D1 SPIb1 SFa       (17) 
T80(B)  =  a2 D2SPIb2 SFb       (18) 
T80(C)  =  a3 SPIb3SFc       (19) 
T80(D)  =  a4 P64

b4 SFd       (20) 
 

Where 
K = factor depending on type of circuit 
Ci  =  crushing parameter from laboratory crushing a sample of circuit feed 
CSS = closed side setting of primary crusher 

1,2,3,4  = streams that the feed size is divided into  

D1,2  =  80% passing sizes of 1,2, respectively 

a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2, b3, b4, n, SFa,b,c,d are empirical factors 

 



Considering equations 12-20 there is a minimum requirement of 25 empirical factors that need to be 
determined before equation 12 can be used for design purposes. 
 
Apart from the fact that there are no equations to predict the transfer size (T80) in Barrett and Allan’s 
approach (eq 10 and 11) and that even though the SPI model has T80 equations, they are highly 
complex, typically AG/SAG mill circuits’ transfer stream size distributions do not follow the strict 
mathematical requirement of power-based models that they are linear in log-log space and parallel to 
the feed and final product streams (Morrell, 2011). Figure 1 shows an example which illustrates this.  
For this reason it is not mathematically appropriate to use the T80 in power-based equations. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – Examples of distributions of SAG mill feed and transfer streams plus ball mill cyclone 
overflow 

 
One way to overcome this problem is to formulate AG/SAG specific energy models without a T80 term.  
Typical examples are those developed by Morrell (2006) and OMC (Scinto et al, 2015).  Morrell’s and 
OMC’s equations (21 and 22 respectively) are compared below.  Both are very similar, one depending 
on the DWi  parameter and the other the (A*b) parameter to represent hardness.  
 

ESAG  =  K F80
aDWi

b (1+c(1-e-dJ))-1e f(Ar)     (21) 
 

ESAG  =  a K (Axb)b F80
c (1+d(1-e-fJ))-1 g f(Ar)     (22) 

 
where 
ESAG  =  specific energy at the pinion 
F80  =  80% passing size of the feed 
DWi  =  SMC Test drop-weight index 
A*b  =  JK drop-weight test hardness parameters 

J =  volume of balls (%) 

  =  mill speed (% of critical) 
f(Ar)  =  function of mill aspect ratio  



K =  function whose value is dependent upon whether a pebble crusher is in-circuit 
a,b,c,d,e,f,g are constants 
 
Another way to overcome the T80 problem in power-based models is to adjust the distribution in some 
way so that it conforms to the rules of “linear in log-log space and parallel to the feed and final product 
streams” then use it in Morrell’s general equation (8).  This can be done by first decomposing the true 
transfer size distribution into two distributions which are linear and parallel in log-log space, one which 
is relatively coarse and one which is relatively fine.  This is demonstrated using the data in Figure 1.  
Figure 2 shows the resulting fitted coarse and fine distributions.  In this example combining the 2 
distributions using the weighting 55% fine and 45% coarse gives the required overall fit to the true 
transfer distribution. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 – Decomposition of a transfer size distribution into a coarse and fine stream 
 
Given that the transfer size distribution can be represented by two distributions which are linear and 
parallel in log-log space they meet the mathematical requirements for use in power-based equation 
8.  It therefore follows that there should exist a single distribution, parallel to these two distributions, 
which, when used in conjunction with equation 8, should give the same answer in terms of specific 
energy as when the two distributions are combined together.  This can be represented mathematically 
as follows using eq 23: 
 
Let the unknown distribution be called the “Virtual” transfer size distribution and its 80th percent 
passing size be denoted as “T80VM”.  The 80th percent passing size of the coarse distribution is denoted 
as Coarse80 and that of the fine is Fine80. Their respective weighting factors are denoted Dc and Df. Let 
it be assumed that it is required to predict the specific energy (ESAG) of a SAG mill with a feed which 
has an 80th percent passing size denoted as F80.  The specific energy equations are as follows: 
 
Using the coarse and fine distributions: 
 
ESAG = 4 Mia (Dc (Coarse80

f(Coarse80)-F80
f(F80)) + Df (Fine80

f(Fine80)- F80
f(F80)))      (23) 

 



Using the “Virtual” distribution: 
 
ESAG  = 4 Mia (T80VM

f(T80v) - F80
f(F80))    (24) 

 
Combining equations 23 and 24 gives: 
 
T80VM

f(T80v)  = (Dc (Coarse80
f(Coarse80)) + Df (Fine80

f(Fine80)))       (25) 
 
As the only unknown in equation 25 is the T80VM its value can be found.  To illustrate this the data in 
Figure 2 are used in the following worked example: 
 
Dc  = 0.45 
Df  = 0.55 
Coarse80 = 19084 microns 
Fine80  = 795 microns 
f(Coarse80) = -(0.295+19084/1000000)    
f(Fine80 ) = -(0.295+795/1000000)    
 
Equation 25 then becomes: 
 
T80VM

f(T80MV)  = 0.45*19084 -(0.295+19084/1000000)  + 0.55*795 -(0.295+795/1000000) (26) 
 
     = 0.613 
Hence: 
 
T80VM

-(0.295+T80v/1000000)  = 0.613      (27) 
 
By solution: 
 
T80VM  = 2572 microns 
 
The Virtual transfer size distribution for this example is superimposed on the data from Figure 2 and 
is presented in Figure 3.   
 
If the T80VM is known then the specific energy of the AG/SAG mill can be predicted from eq. 28, 
providing the relevant hardness value (Mi) and the feed F80 are known.  In such situations the relevant 
Mi value is the Mia, which is obtained from the SMC Test®.   
 
Esag = 4*K1*Mia*(T80VM f(T80VM) – F80 f(F80))    (28) 
 
Where K1 is 1.0 for all circuits that do not contain a recycle pebble crusher and 0.95 where circuits do 
have a pebble crusher (Morrell 2008). 
 



 
Figure 3 – Example of a “Virtual” transfer size distribution 

 
In the design situation T80VM needs to be specified for equation 28 to be solved.  The transfer size 
distribution cannot be independently controlled in AG/SAG mill circuits other than those in closed 
circuit with cyclones or fine screens (Morrell, 2011).  As such they cannot be simply specified by the 
designer with the expectation that in practice the circuit, when built, can be easily “tuned” to match 
the value.  The transfer size that is achieved in practice is a consequence of factors such as aspect 
ratio, feed size distribution, ball load and whether there is a pebble crusher in the circuit. Hence to 
determine the transfer size an equation needs to be developed to provide the appropriate 
associations.  Such an equation is given below and was developed empirically from measurements 
taken from a range of operating circuits: 
 
T80VM  = K2 *(a*ln(L/D)+b)*exp(c*F80*(L/D)d)*Ape*sgf*f(J) (29) 
 
Where 
T80VM  = 80th percent passing size of the virtual transfer size distribution 
(L/D)  = Aspect ratio which is the mill effective grinding length divided by its diameter 
F80  = 80th percent passing size of the feed size distribution  
Ap  = aperture of the trommel/screen  
sg  = specific gravity of the ore 
f(J)  = function of ball load volume  
K2  = varies depending on whether the circuit is SAB, SABC-A or SABC-B 
a,b,c,d,e,f = constants 
 

Model Accuracies 
 
From a designer’s viewpoint accuracy has to be evaluated in terms of how near the model’s 
predictions match data from full scale plants.  Some published models such as those of Barrett and 
Allen (eq 10 and 11) provide no information about accuracy.  Even Bond himself (eq 2) provided no 
data concerning accuracy, only quoting in his 1961 Allis Chalmers publication that “Many (equations) 
are empirical, with numerous constants being derived from experience.” However Bond’s co-workers 



at Allis Chalmers such as Rowland (1973) and Flavel and Rimmer (1981) plus a number of other 
researchers such as Blaskett (1969) and Moore (1982) have published data which reflect the accuracy 
of Bond’s models. Examples can be seen in Figures 4 and 5 which show how well Bond’s models predict 
crusher, rod and ball mill specific energy. 
 

 
Figure 4 Bond laboratory crushing work index versus observed operating crushing work index 

(Redrawn after Moore 1982) 
 

 
Figure 5 Bond laboratory rod and ball mill work index versus observed operating work index 

(Redrawn after Blaskett 1969 and Rowland 1973) 
  

In the case the Bond crushing model the data in Figure 4 show the approach has very poor accuracy 
and confirms Flavel and Rimmer’s conclusions. Flavel and Rimmer claimed that the reason for the poor 
accuracy was that Bond originally developed his crushing work index test for primary crushers in which 
the applied specific energy is low (approximately 0.1 kWh/t), but it was not suitable for secondary and 
tertiary crushers where the applied specific energy was much higher (> 0.25 kWh/t). A contributing 
cause is the inherent very poor reproducibility of the test as reported by Angove and Dunne (1997) in 



a study they conducted in which three different samples were sent to several laboratories for Bond 
crushing work index testing. Results indicated a huge variation in work index values, with maximum 
values consistently almost double the minimum values. This variation is suspected to be caused by 
both the lack of standardization in equipment used by different laboratories and the operator 
sensitivity inherent in the use of the machine. Analysis of the data in Figure 4 indicates that the 
standard deviation of the differences between observed and predicted values is 22.9% with an overall 
mean of differences of 39.9%. 
 
With respect to Figure 5, if Rowland’s data only are considered, the standard deviation of the 
differences between observed and predicted specific energies is 9.3% with a mean difference of 1.8%. 
However, if Blaskett’s data are added (and ignoring the one very problematic data set), this standard 
deviation increases to 25.6% with an overall mean of differences of 16.5%. In the case of the rod mill 
data, the standard deviation of the differences between observed and predicted specific energies is 
12.6% with an overall mean of differences of 21.8%. 
 
In the case of the SPI models for SAG mills (eq 12-20) Kosick and Bennett (1999) reported the fitting 
of the empirical factors K and n to data from 13 different. According to Dobby et al. (2001), further 
data were added to give a total of 26 plants that were used to fit the remaining 23 parameters in the 
fsag and T80 submodels.  According to Amelunxen et al. (2014) the K and n have the values of 5.9 and 
0.55 respectively. They used these parameters to compare the observed AG/SAG mill specific energies 
from 58 data sets from 14 different plants with the predicted values using equation 12 and the fsag 
term set to unity. The resultant observed and predicted specific energies are given in Figure 6. The 
obvious considerable scatter in Figure 6 results from the setting of the fsag to unity. Amelunxen et al. 
(2014) provide guidance as to what values fsag should take and when these values are applied Figure 7 
results. Scatter is reduced significantly, though there is a problem with the Holt-McDermott data, a 
problem that Starkey and Dobby (1996) also noted and stated needed further investigation. 

 
Figure 6 Observed AG/SAG specific energy versus predicted specific energy using the SPI Model and 

fsag set to unity (Data from Amelunxen et al. 2014 and Starkey and Dobby 1996) 
 



 
Figure 7 Observed AG/SAG specific energy versus predicted specific energy using the SPI model 

(Data from Amelunxen et al. 2014 and Starkey and Dobby 1996) 
 
Examination of the statistics associated with the data in Figure 7 indicates that the standard deviation 
of the differences between the observed and predicted values is 18.9% with a mean of the differences 
of 0.3%. If the Holt-McDermott data are not included, the results are 17.3% with a mean difference of 
2.3%. However, the predicted data in Figure 7 were generated from equations that used the observed 
T80, not predicted ones, which would be the case in design situations and would increase the scatter 
in Figure 7 and hence the degree of uncertainty in the predictions. As Amelunxen states, “estimating 
the transfer size (is) . . . one of the limitations of the (SPI) scale-up methodology,” a limitation that 
applies to all methodologies requiring knowledge of what the transfer will be. 
 
OMC published Figure 8 respectively which show the accuracy of their SAG model (eq22). According 
to Scinto et al. (2015), the average absolute error of the differences between the observed and 
predicted AG/SAG mill specific energies is 8.7%. It is estimated that this value is approximately 
equivalent to a standard deviation of 11.2%, assuming that the mean overall difference between 
observed and predicted value is approximately zero. 
 



 
Figure 8 - Observed AG/SAG specific energy versus predicted specific energy using the OMC model 

 
Morrell’s equations (8, 21 and 28) have been evaluated against a large data base of operating circuits 
and their accuracy is demonstrated in Figures 9-12 covering crushing, HPGR, AG/SAG and ball mills 
respectively.  Analysis of the data indicate that the standard deviation of the differences between the 
observed and predicted values is 18% for crushers, 8.5% for HPGRs, 8.6% for AG/SAG mills and 8.9% 
for ball mills. 

 
Figure 9 - Observed crusher specific energy versus predicted specific energy using the Morrell model 
 



 
Figure 10 - Observed HPGR specific energy versus predicted specific energy using the Morrell model 

 

 
Figure 11 - Observed AG/SAG mill specific energy versus predicted specific energy using the Morrell 

model 
 



 
Figure 12 - Observed ball mill specific energy versus predicted specific energy using the Morrell 

model 
 

SIMULATION MODELLING 
 
The advent and rapid development of high speed computers provided the opportunity to develop 
complex models of comminution machines that could execute their calculations very rapidly and 
which could be linked together such that entire circuits could be simulated.  Such models contrast 
significantly with power-based model and are aimed at reproducing the overall response of 
comminution machines in terms of throughput, power draw and product size distribution as well as 
their interaction with other machines in the circuit.  By their very nature such models are relatively 
complex and may have many interactions between the various sub-processes that describe the 
machine in question, and which without computers would be almost impossible to apply in a 
reasonable time-frame.  Hence in parallel with the development of modern computers, researchers 
started developing mathematical simulation models of AG/SAG mills, ball mills, crushers and classifiers 
eg Lynch (1977), Austin et al (1984), Herbst and Fuerstenau (1973), Whiten (1974). Much of the early 
modelling work was very much academically oriented and there was little benefit to be gained from it 
by practicing Metallurgists. However as time went on user-friendly interfaces were developed which 
broadened their appeal and impact.  Such developments gave rise to process simulators such as 
MODSIM, USIMPAC, METSIM, CM-DOCC (Tian et al., 2015) and JKSimMet.  
 
In all cases comminution simulation model researchers relied on what is known as the population 
balance model (or variants of it) as their mathematical framework as it elegantly encapsulated the size 
reduction process in many comminution machines.  The population balance model was originally 
introduced by Epstein (1947) and can be represented as follows: 
 

iiij

i

j

jjii skbskpf −+−= 
−

=

1

1

0        (30) 

where, 
fi = tph of particles of size i in the feed 
pi = tph of particles of size i in the product 
ki = breakage rate of particles of size i 



si = mass of particles in the charge of size i 
bij = breakage distribution function 
 
Whiten’s variant (1974) of the population balance model essentially uses equation 30 but to it he 
added another equation which enabled the introduction of material transport to be easily 
incorporated, which greatly aided the development of grate discharge mill models such as those that 
could be applied to AG/SAG mills.  This equation was written: 
 

iii sdp =          (31) 

 
where 
di = discharge rate of particles of size i 
 
The simplicity of the above equations is both the source of their greatest strengths but also their 
greatest weaknesses.  Their greatest strengths are their ease of use and great versatility, whilst their 
greatest weakness is the lack of any physical description of the sub-processes on which they depend.  
For them to be used successfully, therefore, a series of supplementary models must be developed and 
linked to them.  Even when such sub-processes are developed, invariably there will remain a range of 
parameters which, for the models to work, must be specified.  Considering equations 30 and 31 for 
example, if a product size distribution and charge is required to be obtained from simulation of a mill 
grinding a specified feed, then size-distributed parameters ki, bi, and di must be specified. In the case 
of the JKSimMet modelling approach (Napier Munn et al, 1996) the bi parameters are derived from 
the A and b values that are obtained from drop-weight or SMC Tests. This leaves the di and ki which, 
in the early years of development, had to be fitted to data from existing mills.  As a consequence of 
this the use of such models was restricted to process optimisation studies and hence in design 
situations they were of limited use.  However, even though limited to optimisation studies, such 
models were extremely valuable as they enabled practicing Metallurgists to run and assess strategies 
to improve plant performance.  This cut down significantly the time consuming and potentially costly 
trial-and-error field experimentation that was the usual methodology up until then.    
 
Many models in currently commercially available simulators still suffer from the problem of requiring 
existing plant data for suitable parameters and hence still have limited use in design projects.  The 
JKSimMet AG/SAG mill  “Variable Rates Model”  (Morrell and Morrison, 1996) and CM-DOCC’s Morrell 
AG/SAG model (2004) are two exceptions.  Both models used a range of operating plant data to 
determine the dependency of the model parameters on factors such as mill design and operating 
conditions.  An example of the data that was used to develop these dependencies is shown in Figure 
13.  This illustrates the highly important breakage rate distribution, which changes its shape depending 
on the design and operating conditions.  By mathematically describing how this shape changes, the 
resultant equations can be used in design situations to predict the required breakage rate parameters 
for the simulation to be carried out. This gives the Design Metallurgist a very powerful tool as it 
enables stream mass and size balances to be generated from the chosen circuit and chosen mill sizes 
and allows him/her to run sensitivity analyses to ensure that target throughputs and grind sizes can 
achieved under a range of feed and operating conditions.  This significantly increases confidence that 
the chosen circuit and equipment will achieve their specified goals. 
 



 
Figure 13 –Example of AG/SAG Breakage Rates Dependencies 

 
What no model is (regardless of how sophisticated it is), is an expert system that enables Metallurgists 
with limited knowledge/experience to become  “ instant experts”  by having a simulator at their 
disposal.  At the end of the day models/simulators are just tools and it is incumbent on the user to 
fully understand how they work, what their limitations are and understand the operational intricacies 
of the processes that they simulate. In particular knowing the model limitations is important and this 
can only be established by benchmarking the performance of the models over as wide a range of 
operating data as possible.  According to the published literature this has not often been done, with 
the exception of the JK Variable Rates and CM-DOCC Morrell models (see Figure 14-19) 
 
The so-called JKMRC “Variable Rates” model is arguably the most commonly used AG/SAG mill 
simulation model.  During its development a total of 18 AG/SAG mills were used for benchmarking 
purposes (Morrell and Morrison, 1996).  This was done by running the model under the same feed 
conditions as the full scale mill and comparing the power draw of the actual mill with that predicted 
by the model.  The results are shown in Figure 14.  The predicted product sizes were also compared 
with those measured on the plant and are given in Figure 15. 
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Figure 14 – Observed vs Simulated AG/SAG Mill Power Draw Using Variable Rates Model(after 

Morrell and Morrison, 1996) 
 

 
Figure 15-  Observed vs Simulated AG/SAG Mill Product Size Using Variable Rates(after Morrell and 

Morrison, 1996) 
 
 



More recently Morrell (2004b) developed a more advanced AG/SAG model than the Variable Rates 
one and it was benchmarked using a total of 21 different mills.  The model predictions were compared 
with plant operating data by running the simulation model until it reached the same operating load 
that was observed on the plant.  Comparisons were then made between the simulated throughput 
and power draw and the observed values.  The results are shown in Figures 16 and 17 respectively.  
Comparisons of the predicted product size and the observed values were also made (Figures 18 and 
19). 

 
Figure 16 - Observed vs Simulated AG/SAG Mill Throughput Using Morrell Simulation Model (after 

Morrell, 2004b) 
 

 
Figure 17 - Observed vs Simulated AG/SAG Mill Power Draw Using Morrell Simulation Model (after 

Morrell, 2004b) 
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Figure 18 – Observed vs Predicted AG/SAG Mill Product Size Using Morrell Simulation Model (- 150 

micron) (after Morrell, 2004b) 

 
Figure 19 - Observed vs Predicted Product Size AG/SAG Mill Product Size Using Morrell Simulation 

Model (P80) (after Morrell, 2004b) 
 
 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
Comminution models have come a long way from their beginnings in the mid-1800’s when researchers 
such as von Rittinger first published their ideas relating to so-called power-based models which 
attempted to relate specific energy to size reduction in comminution machines.  Since that time 
alternative ideas/hypotheses have abounded.  However it wasn’t until Bond in the mid 1900’s that 
such models were imbedded into a practical methodology that could be of real use to the practicing 
metallurgist interested in crushing and ball mill circuits.  Further advancements followed in the late 
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1900’s and early 2000’s with power-based models for AG/SAG mills and HPGR’s such as those 
developed by Morrell.  Also in the late 1900’s the rapid development of personal computers lead to a 
similarly rapid development of simulation models such as those in JKSimMet, which provided 
metallurgists with unprecedented levels of predictive detail when designing circuits. For today’s 
practicing metallurgists there exists a plethora of models to aid in circuit design/equipment selection 
which may provide him/her with the dilemma of which one(s) to choose. The answer to this is straight 
forward and lies in the extent to which the model’s accuracy has been tested against full-scale data.  
If it hasn’t then there exists a real and significant risk of it producing inaccurate results.  If it has been 
properly evaluated the resultant accuracy statistics will provide the designer with the degree of 
uncertainty associated with its predictions and this can be catered for within the design to ensure 
success. 
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